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About the pattern: From my Heart is a double knitted scarf that is meant to represent the 

love that a knitter has for the person he/she knits for (why else use so much time for them). 

Personally I knit this scarf for my sister, to show her that she is always close to my heart. 

 

Difficulty: Depending on whether you know double knitting or not. Easy if you are familiar 

with the technique and intermediate if it is your first double knitting project. Though I give a 

short explanation on double knitting below, this pattern is not meant to teach you double 

knitting. 

 

Size: As long as you want it. The scarf in the picture ended with being almost 2 meters long. 

Note that because the double knitted fabric is thicker, you probably need to knit the scarf a bit 

longer than with other techniques. 

 

Materials:  2 colours of yarn (here called 1C and 2C for first and second colour) 

Needles that fit the yarn thickness, if you choose a thinner yarn than 8wpi you 

might want to add a pattern block or two (for the scarf in the picture I used 

Naturally Yarns 8 ply = 8wpi and needles size 4mm) 

 

Gauge: As this is a scarf it is really not that important. Just use the needles that fit your 

chosen yarn. 

 

A note on double knitting (DK) and this pattern: DK is a technique where you create a 

two-sided fabric at the same time. This is done by casting on with double yarn (one strand of 

each colour). Now you actually have the double number of stitches that you cast on (two part-

loops for each double yarn loop). On the following rows – and through the entire work – you 

separate these stitches, such that you knit the first part-loop in 1C and purl the second part-

loop in 2C – this gives you a stockinette fabric on both sides.  

DK can be used to create fantastic patterns in the otherwise plain stockinette fabric. This is 

done by switching the order that you use 1C and 2C. 

 
Notes:  sts – stitch(es) k – knit  p – purl  
 1C – first colour 2C – second colour  

sld – slip double stitch (both part-loops)   
pd – purl both part-loops with both strands of yarn simultaneously 
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Pattern: 

Cast on 35 sts (or # of pattern repeats*11 + 2). Turn the work. 

Slip first double stitch knitwise and then separate the following double stitches by knitting the 

first part-loops and purling the second part-loops (follow the diagram A1). Continue until last 

sts, and purl this double stitch with both strands of yarn held together. 

 

Continue by following the diagram A1. Each side will be the reverse colouring of the other. 

Remember to slip the first double stitch on all rows and purl every last double stitch. This will 

make a very nice edge to the scarf. 

 

Repeat the pattern as many times as you consider necessary to get half the length of the scarf. 

Now turn over the pattern (by following diagram A2) and continue. Knit until both halfs are 

the same length (or number of pattern repeats). 

Now cast of using both strands of yarn held together – so you “fuse” both sides together 

again. Knit through both part-loops as one sts. 

Break the yarn and weave in ends. 

 

Finishing: wash the scarf and block it to let it attain its full potential length. 

 

Happy knitting 

Lykkefanten, March 2008 

 

 

 

 

Diagrams: note that the border sts are not shown in the diagrams. The diagrams are read from 

the bottom right corner. Remember that each diagram only show one side of the pattern (the 

other side will have the reverse colouring (that is, 1C on one side will be 2C on the other 

side). 
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Diagram A1 (each heart repeat is 11*11 sts) 

←start here 
 
 
Diagram A2 (each heart repeat is 11*11 sts) 

←start here 


